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    The binding-energy increase of the L3-shell electrons with different magnetic quantum num-
 bers during ion-atom collisions is estimated relativistically. The calculations have been made for a 

straight-line trajectory by the use of relativistic screened hydrogenic wave functions. The obtained 
 results indicate that at small impact parameters the electronic relativistic effect considerably enhan-

 ces the binding-energy increase. 
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                          I. INTRODUCTION 

    In recent years the alignment of inner-shell electrons in ion-atom collisions has 
received considerable attention. Experimentally the process can be observed as angular 
distribution of the collisionally induced X-rays or Auger electrons. Many experimental 
studies on the alignment in L3-shell ionization by charged-particle impact have been 
reported." The experimental results for the anisotropy do as a function of the projectile 
energy are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions. However, for low-energy 

projectiles the experimental data scatter with each other and there is discrepancy bet-
ween theoretical values based on different assumptions. 

   The anisotropy parameter for L3-shell ionization is defined as" 

do= i(3/2) —6-0/2)(1 ) 
a(3/2) +a(1/2) ' 

where a(m) is the ionization cross section for L3-shell electron with the magnetic quan-
tum number m. The Ls-shell ionization cross section has been usually calculated in the 

plane-wave Born approximation (PWBA) 3' or the semiclassical approximation (SCA)." 
   It is well known that in the L-shell ionization process for low-energy projectiles 

three effects become important: the electronic relativistic effect of the target electron, 
the Coulomb deflection of the projectile by the target atom, and the increased binding 
energy of the target electron due to presence of the projectile. The Coulomb-deflection 

effect for different m states has been estimated by Palinkas et al.') and by Jitschin et al.') 
The relativistic SCA calculations for c(m) have been performed with hyperbolic trajec-
tories by Rosel et al.7 

   On the other hand, following the method of Brandt and Lapicki,81 Sarkadi91 has 
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derived the nonrelativistic expressions for  m-dependent binding-energy increase as a 

function of impact parameter. However, considering the fact that most experiments for 

alignment in L -shell ionization by heavy charged-particle impact have been made for 

heavy elements and we are interested in low-energy projectiles, it is interesting to calcu-
late the m-dependent L3-shell binding-energy shift relativistically. 

   In the present work, the L3-shell binding-energy increase during ion-atom collisions 

has been estimated for ImI =1/2 and ImI =3/2 states by the use of relativistic hydro-

genic (Dirac) wave functions. The calculations are based on the method of Brandt 
and Lapicki2' and made in the manner similar to the relativistic calculations for the m-

averaged binding-energy increase.10' 

                    II. BINDING-ENERGY INCREASE 

   According to the first-order perturbation theory, the change in the binding energy 

of the target electron during ion-atom collisions can be expressed as10' 

JE=5'0*(r)  IRZIrI (r)dr,(2) 
where c,(r) is the unperturbed wave function for the L3-shell electron, Zl is the atomic 
number of the projectile, R and r are the coordinates of the projectile and the electron, 

respectively. The relativistic units (h=m=c=1) are used. 

   The relativistic hydrogenic wave function for Ls-shell electron with magnetic quan-

tum number m is given by11 

                (g(r) x', (r)(3 )                     ~is=\if(r)Xz(r)~, 
where x‘'' (r) is the spin-angular momentum wave function and r is a unit vector of the 
direction r. The large and small parts of radial wave function are written by 

g(r) =N(1+W)1/2 exp(—Ar),(4a) 

f(r)=—N(1—W)112 exp(—,lr),(4b) 

where N=[C27+1/2I'(2r+1)]112, (=aZZLj r=(4—C2)1/2, W= {(1+r)/2}"2, a is the fine 
structure constant, Z2-4.15 is the effective nuclear charge seen by the L3-shell 
electron, and Z2 is the atomic number of the target. 

   Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and using the multipole expansion of 1/1R—r!, 
we obtain the m-dependnet L3-shell binding-energy shift: 

                    dEm=aZi[Io— (-1)imI+1125Iz],(4 ) 

where 

                lo=R50 Q(r) r2dr+SR Q(r) rdr,(5a) 
               Iz=rR                    3S°Q(R) r"dr+R25-Q(r) dr,(5b) 

(2 )
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with  Q(r)=g2(r)+f2(r) and R=IRI. 
    Following the method of Brandt and Lapicki,s' we use the semiclassical approxi-

mation and describe the projectile by a straight-line trajectory with an impact parameter 

b. Then the dominant contribution of Io and I2 as a function of R comes from the 

value at the point of the closest approach and we can assume that R can be set to be 

equal to b. Under this approximation the scaled binding-energy shifts in units of Ryd-

berg are written as a function of impact parameter by 

112 

            z,z2L=r(2r+1)------------yjr(2r+1, y) +  5,2 r(2r+3, y) 
+yr (2r, y) +----5P(2r — 2, y)1 , (6 ) 

f3/2 

             ZIZ2L=I'(2r+1).Y1{r(2r+1, y)—5y2r(2r+3, y) 
+yr(2r, y) —5I'(2r-2, y)}. (7 ) 

 with y=Cb. 

    Here I'(x) is the gamma function, and r(a, x) and ['(a, x) are the incomplete 

gamma functions defined as follows: 

r(a, x)=Jexp(—t) t"-' dt, 

     o 

 and 

I (a, x) =5 exp(—t) t"-1 dt. 

    In the zero impact-parameter limit Eqs. (6) and (7) approach to the same value: 

dE}" =1(8) 
Z1Z2L r' 

 On the other hand, in the limit of r=2 Eqs. (5) and (6) reduce to the nonrelativistic 

 expressions obtained by Sarkadi:91 

                                      7      f/2 
                 21221E--------=?11+6122—e(62+ 6 +4+ 4y           yyyy 

+ 22+12)}, (9) 

      Zt312Yyl              1Z2L------=y{1—y2+e(y2y+2+41}(10) 
                    III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

    The relativistic calculations of increase in the binding energy of L3-shell electron 

with jmJ =1/2 and 3/2 have been performed for Ag, Au, Pb, and U. The results are 
shown in Figs. 1-4 as a function of impact parameter and compared with the nonrelati-

vistic values. The scaled binding-energy increase is given in units of Rydberg and the 

( 3 )
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impact parameter is expressed ina2L=a0/4L, where ao is the first Bohr radius. The 
nonrelativistic value of LEL/ZOZ2L has a universal property for Z2 while the relativistic 

value depends on Z2. 

   It can be seen from Fig. 1 that in the case of Ag (Z2=47) the relativistic effect is 

not so important, but there is considerable difference between the values of I m I =1/2 

and 3/2. The scaled binding-energy increase for I m I =1/2, which is equal to that for 

Iml =3/2 at b=0, increases with increasing b and then decreases. There is a peak 
around at b=2a2L. On the other hand, the binding-energy increase for Iml =3/2 is a 

monotone decreasing function of b. Therefore, in the region b>0 the binding-energy 

shift for ImI =1/2 is always larger than that for I ml =3/2. 

   For larger Z2 values, the relativistic effect becomes important. This can be seen in 

Figs 2-4 for Z2 values ' between 79 and 92. The general behaviour of the relativistic 

curves with I m I =1/2 and 3/2 is the same as that for Ag, but the relativistic effect 

enhances the binding-energy increase. The difference between the relativistic and 

nonrelativistic values is largest at b=0 and becomes gradually smaller with increasing b. 

In the case of high b values the relativistic energy shift tends to approach to the non-

relativistic one. The peak position for I ml =1/2 in the relativistic case is almost same as 
that in the nonrelativistic case. 
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   Fig. 1. The increase in scaled binding energy of L3-shell electron, 4E'/ZlZ2L, as a function 

           of impact parameter b for silver. The solid line represents the nonrelativistic result 
         for I m I =1/2 and the dashed curve for I m I = 3/2, while the dash-dotted line corre-
          sponds to the relativistic result for I m I = 1/2 and the dash-double-dotted curve for 

ImI=3/2. 
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                                  Fig. 4. The same as Fig. 1, but for uranium. 

           It should be noted that the behaviour of the m-dependent L3-shell binding-energy 

        increase is different from the m-averaged one. The latter is a slowly decreasing func-

        tion of b10' On the other hand, as can be seen from Figs. 1-4, the energy shift for 

1 m i =3/2 is more rapidly decreasing with b and that for I m 1 =1/2 has a peak around 
           at b=2a2L. 

                                 IV. CONCLUSION 

            The relativistic calculations of m-dependent L3-shell binding-energy increase have 

         been made for a straight-line trajectory by the use of screened hydrogenic wave func-

        tions. The obtained results indicate that the general behaviour of the scaled binding-

        energy shift as a function of impact parameter does not change from the nonrelativistic 

         one, but the relativistic effect considerably enhances the binding-energy increase at small 

        impact parameters for high Z2 elements. 

            Most experimental studies have been made with high-Z2 targets and impact-para-

         meter-dependent L3-shell ionization cross sections are large for small impact parameters. 

        Considering these facts, the anisotropy parameter in Eq. (1) may change when the 

         present results are incorporated into the m-dependent L3-shell ionization cross sections. 
         It is hoped to perform relativistic calculations of m-dependent L3-shell ionization cross 

         sections for heavy elements by the use of the present results. 
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